
NESPIN IMPACT IN 

Maine 

In FY2016— 

140 Member Agencies 

2,914 Sworn Personnel Served 

248 Officers From 139 Agencies Attended Trainings 

for a Total of 935 Hours 

437 Total Requests for Research/Assistance and 

1,535 Investigative Database Searches  

RISS Initiatives 

As threats to our nation continue to emerge, law enforcement at all levels of government 

must have the ability to quickly and securely access critical information and intelligence.  

RISS is an innovator and leader in providing this capability.  Examples of RISS’s efforts 

include: 

Nationwide Partnerships:  RISS serves more than 1,055 federal law enforcement agencies 

and partners with numerous criminal justice organizations to expand information sharing 

capabilities across the country.

Officer Safety Event Deconfliction: The three nationally recognized event deconfliction 

systems—Case Explorer, RISSafe, and SAFETNet—have been integrated using the  
Partner Deconfliction Interface (PDI), a solution developed by the event deconfliction  
partners. 

Secure Cross-Domain Federated Search:  RISS is in the process of developing a capability 

that will enable its sensitive but unclassified (SBU) partners to search across domains using a 

tool that resides in their own domain and securely “talks to” each partner system.

Law Enforcement Identity Vetting:  RISS is completing a project that will enable law 

enforcement officers from any agency to request a secure, vetted identity from RISS.  This 

project will create an online process that will streamline law enforcement agencies’ registration 

for accounts.

RISS Support for Narcotics (Including Opioid) Investigations:  The RISS “all-crimes” 

approach is ideal in supporting law enforcement.  The RISS structure and service-delivery 

model is a “one-stop shop” and enables officers to obtain timely access to critical information 

and investigative support that aids their efforts and keeps them safe.

Northeast Field-Based Integration and Coordination Plan:  This plan focuses on partner 

resources that are available in crisis-state situations, such as the Boston Marathon bombing. 

RISS is participating in these discussions and has identified its investigative and analytical 

services, intelligence research assistance, information sharing, situational/threat awareness, 

and special events as areas that RISS can contribute to the plan.

Northeast Fusion Center Intelligence Project:  Under this project, RISS has connected 23 

intelligence systems (mostly fusion centers) to the RISS Criminal Intelligence Database 

(RISSIntel), which provides for real-time, online federated search across multiple connected 

systems. 

Maine Leadership for NESPIN 

In addition to federal monitoring, NESPIN is governed by a policy board composed of 

one state and one local representative from each member state. In Maine, these leadership 

positions are held by the following NESPIN members: 

Colonel Robert Williams Chief Phillip Crowell 

Maine State Police Auburn Police Department 

45 Commerce Drive, SHS #104 60 Court Street 

Augusta, ME 04333 Auburn, ME 04210 

(207) 626-3805

robert.a.williams@maine.gov
(207) 784-7332   

  pcrowell@auburnmaine.gov

www.riss.net/Impact 

The Regional Information 

Sharing Systems (RISS) 
mission is to assist local, state, 

federal, and tribal criminal 

justice agencies by providing 

adaptive solutions and services 

that facilitate information 

sharing, support criminal 

investigations, and promote 

officer safety. 

The New England State 

Police Information Network     

(NESPIN), one of six RISS 

Centers, began providing 

services to its regional member 

agencies in 1980.  NESPIN’s 

region consists of: 

• Connecticut

• Maine

• Massachusetts

• New Hampshire

• Rhode Island

• Vermont

• Eastern and

Maritime Canada

Since 1980, the number of 

criminal justice agencies 

benefiting from NESPIN 

services has grown to more 

than 971 agencies. 
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Androscoggin Sheriff’s Department 

Analytical Services 

The Androscoggin Sheriff’s Department was investigating a fatal motor vehicle 

accident in which a suspected distracted operator struck and killed a pedestrian 

and left the scene. The agency contacted the NESPIN analytical staff to request 

an analysis of the operator’s cell phone records. The NESPIN staff were able to 

plot the geographic locations of the suspect prior to and at the time of the 

incident. This information showed the suspect was at the incident location and, 

thereby, enabled the investigators to charge the individual. 

Somerset County Sheriff’s Department 
Equipment Services 

Investigators with the Somerset County Sheriff’s Department utilized a NESPIN 

van to conduct surveillance of a major drug trafficking suspect. The information 

obtained through surveillance was used to obtain a search warrant for the 

suspect’s residence in which large quantities of heroin, cocaine, prescription 

pills, and marijuana (with a combined street value of approximately $47,000) 

were seized, along with $36,000 in cash and several motor vehicles. 

Kennebec County Sheriff’s Office 
Intelligence Research Services 

A detective with the Kennebec County Sheriff’s Office contacted the NESPIN 

intelligence research staff for assistance in determining the true identity of a 

heroin trafficker. He only had social media names and a possible first name. 

Through research on social media, on an Internet search engine, and various 

other sources, the NESPIN staff determined the suspect’s true first name, date 

of birth, and current address. The detective was very appreciative of the time 

spent to find the amount of information provided to him on this suspect. He said 

he could not determine the true name of the suspect and knew that NESPIN could 

assist. 

Cape Elizabeth Police Department 
RISS Property and Recovery Tracking System (RISSProp) 

The Cape Elizabeth Police Department was investigating multiple thefts of 

jewelry from a local assisted living facility. Approximately 100-plus pieces of 

jewelry and other items were stolen over time. Searches for the missing property 

were made in RISSProp, and it was discovered that a large portion of the items 

were sold by an employee of the facility. This discovery led to the development 

of a second suspect who was the boyfriend of the primary suspect. His name was 

queried through RISSProp, which resulted in hits on most of the remaining 

missing items. The majority of the stolen jewelry was subsequently recovered, 

and the suspects have been indicted. 

Testimonials 

“NESPIN and RISSProp were 

absolutely crucial to the success of this 

case investigation. Having the database 

available to us made it possible to 

quickly recover the stolen items before 

they were sold and to make a solid case 

for prosecution. Thank you for your 

valuable assistance.” 

—Detective Mark Dorval 

Cape Elizabeth Police Department 

“The NESPIN analysis allowed us to 

prove our case and was absolutely 

crucial to its success.” 

—Detective Sergeant Maurice Drouin 

Androscoggin Sheriff’s Department 

“The NESPIN van worked out great. It 

allowed us to gather information about 

prostitution activity and led to the safe 

removal of a human trafficking victim 

from the premises.” 

—Sergeant William Bonney 

Waterville Police Department 

“RISSProp was crucial to the success of 

this investigation. It is a great law 

enforcement tool.” 

—Detective Steven Rappold 

Gorham Police Department 

“The RISSProp database allowed us to 

complete our investigation and recover 

property; it provided us with important 

and essential information that other 

database inquiries could not.” 

—Detective Chad Syphers 

Auburn Police Department 

Examples of Successes in Maine 




